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Long-term Lennox-Gastaut syndrome success using a modified-ketogenic diet with 
supplements
Robert Thiel
Doctors’ Research, Inc., USA

This is an eleven-plus year case study of a child with Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome (LGS).  The child had between 30-40 observed 
seizures daily, and an estimated 100 total seizures per day, prior to treatment.  Treatment involved a modified MCT oil 

ketogenic diet, nutritional supplements, and a re-breathing technique.  Although the medical literature suggests that a decade-
long elimination of seizures for those with LGS is quite unexpected, after 16 months of treatment the observable seizures stopped.  
Additionally, two post-seizure EEGs confirmed a lack of brain-wave pattern consistent with LGS; EEGs done by the same two 
hospitals prior to the cessation of observable seizures had originally confirmed the LGS diagnosis.  The long-term success of this 
case suggests that others should considering adopting some or all of the techniques employed by this innovative approach.
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